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TSI Assessment:
Authorization Form for Cross Institution Score Reporting

The University of Houston-Downtown, Office of Testing Services (UHD) can retrieve TSI Assessment Score Reports from most Texas K - 12 Independent School District (ISD) and Institutions of Higher Education. Please complete and sign the form below if you have tested at an alternative institution and authorize UHD to retrieve your TSI scores.

Print legibly and complete all fields

Today’s Date: _________________   UHD ID #: _________________   Date of Birth: _________________

Last Name: _____________________ First Name: _____________________ Middle Name: ___________

Phone Number: ________________________ Email: __________________________________________

Student ID # (Identification # used on test date): __________________________________________

First Testing Institution Name (Where did you test?): ________________________________________

Second Testing Institution Name (If applicable): ____________________________________________

School District (If applicable): ___________________________________________________________

I understand I must sign below in order to authorize the University of Houston-Downtown, Office of Testing Services to retrieve my TSI Assessment scores.

Test Taker/Student’s Signature: ___________________________________________________________

Electronic signatures are not allowed. Signature other than the test taker voids this document.
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Date Received: _______________ Department (if not OTS): _______________
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Scores Validated: _______________ Pages of Scores: _______________ Scores Unavailable: _______________
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